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Abstract – Intelligence has become one of the developing trends of thermal metamaterials in order
to meet different practical requirements. By considering the temperature-dependent and specially
designed thermal conductivities, chameleonlike behaviors have been revealed to realize adaptive
responses to nearby objects. However, the existing schemes are approximately valid only for a
small working range of nearby thermal conductivities. This fact limits practical applications. To
solve this problem, here we propose two exact schemes to realize thermal chameleonlike behaviors,
say, monolayer schemes and bilayer schemes. By carefully designing the thermal conductivities of
the metashells, we find that the effective thermal conductivities can exactly change with those of
nearby objects. Theoretical derivations are validated by finite-element simulations. We further
extend the monolayer schemes to three dimensions. The proposed schemes can work as a type of
multifunction materials to meet different requirements of thermal conductivities. This work pro-
vides intelligence to thermal conductivities, which may inspire further development of intelligent
thermal metamaterials.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2020

Introduction. – Thermal metamaterials have made
a considerable impact on the field of heat manage-
ment due to their specially designed structures and con-
ductivities. Some representative examples are thermal
cloaks [1–11], thermal transparency [12,13], thermal bend-
ing [14–17], thermal camouflage/illusion [18–21], heat rec-
tification [22], etc.

However, these schemes almost exhibit no intelligence,
which means that they cannot adapt to the change of
nearby objects. Recent work has made some advances
in intelligence, and designed chameleonlike metashells in
heat conduction [23]. However, the existing results [23]
are only approximately valid, which rely merely on a small
working range of nearby objects. Furthermore, in ref. [23],
the use of both strong anisotropy and near zero thermal
conductivity limits the applications as well.

To solve these problems, here we propose two
exact schemes for realizing metashells with thermal
chameleonlike behavior. Concretely speaking, the designed
metashells can always imitate the thermal conductivity of
nearby objects, thus yielding an undistorted temperature
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profile outside the metashell (as if the metashell was the
same as the object in the vicinity). Our method depends
on the exact derivation of the effective thermal conduc-
tivity of core-shell structures. By solving the Laplace
equation, we can accurately design the thermal conduc-
tivities of the metashells, and our theoretical derivations
are validated by finite-element simulations. This kind
of metashells have broad application prospects for their
adaptive responses. For example, they can act as a type
of intelligent materials to satisfy different demands under
different conditions. They can also be used to realize intel-
ligent thermal camouflage to mislead infrared detection.

Theory for thermal chameleonlike metashells. –

Anisotropic monolayer schemes. We discuss the prop-
erties of the core-shell structure presented in fig. 1(a).
We set the radius and the thermal conductivity of the
core to be rc and κc, and those of the shell to be rs and
κs = diag(κrr, κθθ) with κθθ/κrr < 0 in cylindrical coordi-
nates (r, θ). The dominant equation in heat conduction is

∇ · (−κ∇T ) = 0, (1)

where κ and T are the tensorial thermal conductivity and
temperature, respectively.
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams of (a) core-shell structure or
(b) core-shell-shell structure in two dimensions. Panel (c)
shows the functional relationship between κe/κc and κc when
the thermal chameleonlike metashells work.

Equation (1) can be expressed in cylindrical coordi-
nates as

∂

∂r

(
rκrr

∂T

∂r

)
+

∂

∂θ

(
κθθ

∂T

r∂θ

)
= 0. (2)

The general solution of eq. (2) is

T (κθθ/κrr < 0) = A0 + B0 ln r

+
∞∑

i=1

[Ai sin(iθ) + Bi cos(iθ)] sin(im ln r)

+
∞∑

i=1

[Ci sin(iθ) + Di cos(iθ)] cos(im ln r), (3)

T (κθθ/κrr > 0) = E0 + F0 ln r

+
∞∑

i=1

[Ei sin(iθ) + Fi cos(iθ)]rin

+
∞∑

i=1

[Gi sin(iθ) + Hi cos(iθ)]r−in, (4)

where m =
√−κθθ/κrr, and n =

√
κθθ/κrr.

The temperature distributions of the core (Tc), the shell
(Ts), and the matrix (Tm) can then be determined by the

following boundary conditions:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Tc < ∞,

Tc(rc) = Ts(rc),
Ts(rs) = Tm(rs),
(−κc∂Tc/∂r)rc

= (−κrr∂Ts/∂r)rc
,

(−κrr∂Ts/∂r)rs
= (−κm∂Tm/∂r)rs

,

∇Tm(r → ∞) = ∇T0,

(5)

where ∇T0 represents the external uniform potential
gradient.

We only require to keep several terms with i = 1 in
eqs. (3) and (4) because of the symmetric boundary con-
ditions of eq. (5):

T (κθθ/κrr < 0) = A0 + B1 cos θ sin(m ln r)
+D1 cos θ cos(m ln r), (6)

T (κθθ/κrr > 0) = E0 + F1r
n cos θ

+H1r
−n cos θ. (7)

Therefore, we can obtain Tm = E0 + F1r cos θ +
H1r

−1 cos θ for an isotropic matrix. We set H1 to be
zero to ensure the external field undistorted. Then we can
derive the effective thermal conductivity of the core-shell
structure κe as

κe = mκrr

κc + mκrr tan(m ln
√

p)
mκrr − κc tan(m ln

√
p)

, (8)

where m =
√−κθθ/κrr, and p = (rc/rs)2 is the core

fraction. As defined in this work, thermal chameleonlike
metashells are characterized by the adaptive responses to
inside objects. Namely, the effective thermal conductiv-
ity of the shell (κs) is always equal to that of the inside
object,

κs = κc. (9)

Based on the requirement of eq. (9), the effective ther-
mal conductivity of the core-shell structure (κe) must be

κe = κc. (10)

Then, we should find some special relations to make
eq. (8) turn into eq. (10). Fortunately, we find one√

−κθθ/κrr ln
√

p = −N+π, (11)

where N+(= 1, 2, 3, . . .) can be any positive integer.
Clearly, the requirement of eq. (10) is strictly satisfied
with eq. (11).

Isotropic bilayer schemes. We also discuss the proper-
ties of the core-shell-shell structure presented in fig. 1(b).
We set the core with radius rc and thermal conductivity
κc, and the two shells with radius rs1 and rs2, and ther-
mal conductivities κs1 and κs2, respectively. The effective
thermal conductivity of the core-shell-shell structure κe

can be expressed as

κe = κs2
κ12 + κs2 + (κ12 − κs2)p12

κ12 + κs2 − (κ12 − κs2)p12
, (12)
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where p12 = (rs1/rs2)2. κ12 is the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the core plus the first shell, which can be
calculated by

κ12 = κs1
κc + κs1 + (κc − κs1)pc

κc + κs1 − (κc − κs1)pc
, (13)

where pc = (rc/rs1)2. We also find a special relation to
make eq. (12) turn into eq. (10):

(κs1 + κs2)2 + (pc − p12)2 = 0. (14)

which gives that κs1 + κs2 = 0 and pc − p12 = 0 should
be simultaneously satisfied. Clearly, the requirement of
eq. (10) is strictly satisfied with eq. (14).

So far, we have theoretically analyzed the thermal
chameleonlike metashells in two dimensions, say eq. (11)
for monolayer schemes and eq. (14) for bilayer schemes.
The presence of thermal chameleonlike metashells can en-
sure that the effective thermal conductivity of the whole
structure corresponds with the core, see fig. 1(c).

Three-dimensional counterpart of anisotropic mono-
layer schemes. The theory for two-dimensional
anisotropic monolayer schemes can be extended to three-
dimensional schemes. Equation (1) in spherical coordi-
nates is expressed as

1
r

∂

∂r

(
r2κrr

∂T

∂r

)
+

1
sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θκθθ

∂T

r∂θ

)
= 0. (15)

The general solution of eq. (15) is

T (κθθ/κrr < −1/8) = A0 + B0r
−1

+
∞∑

i=1

r−1/2[Ai sin(s ln r) + Bi cos(s ln r)]

×Pi(cos θ), (16)
T (−1/8 < κθθ/κrr < 0) = C0 + D0r

−1

+
j∑

i=1

(Cir
t1 + Dir

t2)Pi(cos θ)

+
∞∑

i=j+1

r−1/2[Ei sin(s ln r) + Fi cos(s ln r)]

×Pi(cos θ), (17)

T (0 ≤ κθθ/κrr) =
∞∑

i=0

(Gir
t1 + Hir

t2)

×Pi(cos θ), (18)

where s =
√−1/4 − i(i + 1)κθθ/κrr, t1, 2 = −1/2 ±√

1/4 + i(i + 1)κθθ/κrr, i is the summation index, j =
INT[−1/2 +

√
1/4 − κrr/(4κθθ)], and INT[· · · ] is the in-

tegral function with respect to . . . . Pi indicates Legendre
polynomials.

In fact, eqs. (17) and (18) turn to be the same with
similar boundary conditions to eq. (5) because we only

require to keep several terms of i = 1. Thus, eqs. (16)–(18)
can be simplified as

T (κθθ/κrr < −1/8) = A0

+r−1/2[A1 sin(u ln r) + B1 cos(u ln r)] cos θ, (19)
T (κθθ/κrr > −1/8) = G0

+(G1r
v1 + H1r

v2) cos θ, (20)

where u =
√−1/4 − 2κθθ/κrr, and v1, 2 = −1/2 ±√

1/4 + 2κθθ/κrr,
We set the core with radius rc and scalar thermal con-

ductivity κc, and the shell with radius rs and tensorial
thermal conductivity κs = diag(κrr, κθθ, κϕϕ) with κθθ =
κϕϕ for brevity. It should be noted that κθθ/κrr < −1/8.

We can obtain Tm = G0 + (G1r + H1r
−2) cos θ for an

isotropic matrix. We set H1 to be zero to ensure the ex-
ternal field undistorted. Then we can derive the effective
thermal conductivity of the core-shell structure κe in three
dimensions as

κe = κrr

4uκc + [2κc + (1 + 4u2)κrr] tan(u ln 3
√

p)
4uκrr − 2(2κc + κrr) tan(u ln 3

√
p)

, (21)

where p = (rc/rs)3 is the core fraction.
We also find a special relation to make eq. (21) to satisfy

the requirement of eq. (10)
√
−1/4 − 2κθθ/κrr ln 3

√
p = −N+π, (22)

where N+(= 1, 2, 3, · · · ) can be any positive integer.
Clearly, with eq. (22), the requirement of eq. (10) is
perfectly satisfied. Therefore, thermal chameleonlike
metshells can be achieved in three dimensions with an
anisotropic monolayer scheme.

Explanation for the failure of isotropic bilayer schemes
in three dimensions. Then we consider the isotropic bi-
layer schemes in three dimensions. We set the core to have
radius rc and scalar thermal conductivity κc, and the two
shells to have radii rs1 and rs2 and scalar thermal con-
ductivities κs1 and κs2. Then we can derive the effective
thermal conductivity of the core-shell-shell structure κe as

κe = κs2
κ12 + 2κs2 + 2(κ12 − κs2)p12

κ12 + 2κs2 − (κ12 − κs2)p12
, (23)

where p12 = (rs1/rs2)3. κ12 is the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the core plus the first shell, which can be
calculated as

κ12 = κs1
κc + 2κs1 + 2(κc − κs1)pc

κc + 2κs1 − (κc − κs1)pc
, (24)

where pc = (rc/rs1)3.
Although we find a special relation to make eq. (23)

turn into eq. (10),

[(p12 − 2pc + pcp12)κc − (pc − 2p12 + pcp12)κs1]2

+(κs1 + 2κs2)2 = 0, (25)
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Fig. 2: The simulation box is 10 × 10 cm2. The inner
and outer radii in (a), (c), and (d) are 2 and 3 cm. The
three radius in (b) are 2,

√
6, and 3 cm. The thermal

conductivities of the thermal chameleonlike metashells are
κs = diag(10,−600.33) Wm−1K−1 in (a), −10 Wm−1K−1 for
the inner shell and 10 for the outer shell in (b). The thermal
conductivity of the normal shell is 5 Wm−1K−1 in (c) through-
out this work. The thermal conductivity of the reference shell is
the same as the background for (d). The thermal conductivities
of the inside core and outside background are 0.1 Wm−1K−1.

Equation (25) is dependent on κc. This means that the
chameleonlike behavior is dependent on the core property,
which is not what we expect. Therefore, isotropic bilayer
schemes fail in three dimensions.

Simulations of thermal chameleonlike meta-
shells. – We perform finite-element simulations to
validate the two proposed schemes with COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics [24]. To perform simulations, we set the thermal
conductivities of the inside core and outside background
to be the same. Then, we compare the results of ther-
mal chameleonlike metashells (figs. 2(a), (b)), a normal
shell (fig. 2(c)), and a reference shell (fig. 2(d)). Clearly,
the same temperature profiles are obtained outside the
thermal chameleonlike metashells (figs. 2(a), (b)) and the
reference shell (fig. 2(d)). Thus, thermal chameleonlike
metashells do adaptively change their effective thermal
conductivity according the nearby changes as expected.
In contrast, the different background thermal profiles be-
tween the normal shell (fig. 2(c)) and the reference shell
(fig. 2(d)) show that a normal shell does not possess the
ability to change adaptively.

To validate the robustness, we change the thermal con-
ductivities of the inside core and outside background,
and keep those of the thermal chameleonlike metashells

Fig. 3: All the parameters are the same as those for fig. 2
except for the thermal conductivities of the inside core and
outside background, say 100 Wm−1K−1.

Fig. 4: All the parameters are the same as those for fig. 2
except for the thermal conductivities of the inside core and
outside background, say diag(10, 20) Wm−1K−1.

unchanged, to create a different condition; see fig. 3. As
expected, thermal chameleonlike metashells change their
effective thermal conductivities adaptively according to
the nearby changes. As a result, the temperature distribu-
tions outside the chameleonlike metashells (figs. 3(a), (b))
and the reference shell (fig. 3(d)) are the same. However,
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that outside the normal shell (fig. 3(c)) is different, which
exhibits no adaptivity.

Finally, we consider an anisotropic case to show
the capability of the thermal chameleonlike metashells.
Similarly, we keep the thermal chameleonlike metashells
unchanged, and change the thermal conductivities of the
inside core and outside background to be anisotropic;
see fig. 4. The same conclusion can be obtained from
the same background temperature distributions between
figs. 4(a)–(d). Certainly, the normal shell fails again
(fig. 4(c)).

Discussion and conclusion. – We have proposed
and confirmed the performance of two kinds of ther-
mal chameleonlike metashells by both theoretical anal-
yses and finite-element simulations. Our results have
shown that the two schemes are exactly valid, indicat-
ing that they can work for various changes of nearby
objects. Anisotropic monolayer schemes can be applied
to both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases,
while isotropic bilayer schemes can be extended to three-
dimensional cases. However, if we fabricate the quasi–
two-dimensional samples, isotropic bilayer schemes are
more useful because the isotropic parameters are eas-
ier to achieve compared with the positive and negative
anisotropic tensors. For experimental realization, we sug-
gest that readers may use layered structures and external
heat or hold sources to design the samples. They are both
powerful tools in the course of the experiment although
one positive and one negative anisotropic tensors are dif-
ficult to match.

In this work, apparent negative thermal conductivi-
ties [25] have been applied in our design. Although they do
not occur in nature according to the second law of ther-
modynamics, they can be artificially realized by adding
extra heat energy [26–28]. Apparently negative thermal
conductivities mean that the direction of the heat flux is
from low temperature to high temperature. It is just a
macro phenomenon rather than an inherent mechanism,
and hence the second law of thermal dynamics is not vi-
olated. To make it possible, we manually give a local
high (or low) temperature to achieve the same phenom-
ena. Particularly, in fig. 5 and fig. 6 of ref. [27], Yang et al.
show the theoretial/simulation and experimental method
for achieving the apparent negative thermal conductivity,
respectively. Meanwhile, fig. 5 of ref. [28] shows a careful
design of apparent negative thermal conductivity by using
real line heat sources or point heat sources. In this sense,
the two schemes proposed in this work have practical
significance.

In summary, we have presented two exact schemes to re-
alize thermal adaptive responses to the changing objects
in the vicinity. Such schemes can work as multifunction
materials to meet various requirements of thermal conduc-
tivities under different conditions. This work also provides
guidance to other diffusive fields.
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